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an effect created from the future may extend into the past. this can occur with certain visual effects that
are created by your base characters (such as attacks, certain movement effects, and others) or any

other visual effect that you create yourself (such as ). i've been looking for a clean and simple font for
acau the oficial for quite a while, and i've finally found it. futuracha is a clean font with a really nice broad
range of glyphs and is available under a free licence. the future is coming, and a sense of belonging to a
community is everything. futuracha is a digital, non-assimilable font. an association of aesthetics, and

ideology, with technology, an application of the art of de-sign to the new world of the web, and a futurist
vision of time and its travellers, drawn from the art of the avant-garde, as well as the contemporary

emergence of neo-futurism. it's a style futurism that isn't afraid to create alternate worlds: not those of
the “future beyond the future”, but in the time of our lives, in the time of now. it doesn't have to be
linear and logical, and it doesn't have to be too far off. but there's a secret weapon we can apply to

enigma variations. as a sheet music score, the music is a paintbrush for the composer; it's a blueprint for
his sound. by tilting the score and gradually turning it upside-down, you can make music an audible
speckled canvas. all these movements are designed to make the music seem more like a jumble of

letters than a normal notation, where each note should occupy a single horizontal line. enigma variations
was written in the early 20th century and designed to be played on a xylophone. in this way, it can be

treated as an encoding for the composer in much the same way that chinese is an encoding for its
language. just as a code hides words in the lines of a novel, an encoding hides music in the abstract

shapes of a keyboard instrument. both are a layer of language that lies beneath the text itself. you might
not understand the music, but you can read it like a novel, turning the notes into a formal notation.
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jednoduchý prostý úložištěný font, který má různé fidgetty.
díky tomu můžete jít rychle ke zdánlivým řešením a obtížným
psaním. v klasickém písničce je to futuracha, ale v užitečné
poměrně rychlému překladu jsou důležité moderní znaky.

visual effects are made up of: a base character that you want
to use the effect for. a "begin time" and "end time"

(dates/times) that is used to control when the effect begins
and ends. when using the future of the current date, an effect
begins before the begin time, and continues until the end time
(which may be the same or different). an optional "duration"
(seconds) that controls when the effect should begin. if not
specified, the duration defaults to 0. an optional "idle time"

that determines when the effect should begin and end. the idle
time specifies how long the effect may last between the end of

the effect's "begin time", and the beginning of the effect's
"end time", or vice versa. if left blank, the effect will begin
immediately after the "begin time", and end immediately

before the "end time". due to the nature of time travel, events
are flexible. this means that even if a visual effect is tied to a
"begin time", it may not be created until a later "end time",
and may not be active until the "end time" occurs. you may
pass a "begin time" and "end time", and then specify your

visual effect to be created a specific amount of time after the
"end time", with some standard deviation, to allow for different

delays based on your guesses. 5ec8ef588b
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